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ABSTRACT 
Given a polynomial fof degree n, we denote by C its companion matrix, and by S 
the truncated shift operator of order n. We consider Lyapunov-type equations of the 
form X - SXC = W and X - CXS = W. We derive some properties of these equations 
which make it possible to characterize Bezoutian matrices as solutions of the first 
equation with suitable right-hand sides W (similarly for Hankel and the second 
equation) and to write down explicit expressions for these solutions. This yields 
explicit factorization formulae for polynomials in C, for the Schur-Gohn matrix, and 
for matrices atisfying certain intertwining relations, as well as for Bezoutian matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the present note we intend to study nonsymmetric Lyapunov-type 
equations of the form 
x-sxc=w 
where S is the truncated shift matrix 
s= 
0 1 0 e-0 0 
0 0 1 *** 0 
. . . 
. . . 
;, (j ;, . . . ; 
0 0 0 -** 0 
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We observe first that the above equation has a unique solution for any 
right-hand side W; indeed, 
n-l 
x= c SkWCk. 
k-0 
(2) 
Another observation: Suppose X satisfies Equation (1); if u and o are 
arbitrary polynomials and if we replace the right-hand side W by 
then the solution of the modified equation is obviously u(S)Xu(C). 
These observations may be used with advantage in the theory of 
Bezoutian matrices: one of the main results of the present note is the proof of 
the fact that Bezoutians B( f, g) may be characterized as solutions of nonsym- 
metric Lyapunov-type quations of the form (1) if C is the companion matrix 
of f and the right-hand side W is a rank-one matrix depending on f and g in a 
simple manner. As immediate corollaries we obtain a number of conse 
quences, among them a factorization formula for Bezoutians due to S. Bamett 
as well as a natural explanation for the symmetry of matrices which intertwine 
C and CT, a fact which was proved first by an ingenious but nonconstructive 
method by 0. Taussky and H. Zassenhaus. Another explanation of the 
symmetry of these matrices was given by B. D. 0. Anderson in his interesting 
paper [l]. The fact that the matrices intertwining C and CT are Bezoutians 
was also derived in another context by Kailath [9] and used further by 
Bitmead and Weiss [4]. 
It turns out that similar characterizations may be obtained for Hankel 
matrices: they are solutions of equations of the form 
Y-CYS=W (3) 
for suitable rank-one right-hand sides. 
We have already observed elsewhere [12,13] that, for right-hand sides of 
rank one, the solutions of the equations 
x-SXC=D* 
and 
Y-cYs=D* 
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are inverse to each other if D, and D* are related in a suitable manner. This 
relationship between X and Y gives a natural explanation of the (known) fact 
that for nonsingular matrices Bezoutians and Hankel matrices are inverse to 
each other. 
The characterization of Bezoutians as solutions of Lyapunov equations 
yields other interesting consequences. Since solutions of Equations (1) and (2) 
may be written down immediately in an explicit form, we also obtain explicit 
formulae for Bezoutians; one of them yields a factorization obtained first by 
S. Bamett by direct matrix calculation, 
Given a polynomial f of degree n (we take it to be manic) and a 
polynomial g of degree d n - 1, we denote by fi the reciprocal polynomial 
fi( z) = z”f( z - ’ ) and by C = C(f) the companion matrix of f, and set 
We show first (in Section 2) that B(f, g) is the solution of the equation 
x - sxc = f,(S)Rg(C). (4) 
It follows from the second observation about equations of this type that 
X = fi(S)Zg(C), where Z is the solution of 
Z-SZC=R. 
It turns out that the solution of this equation is independent of f and equals 
10 . . . 0 1 
0 . . . 1 0 
I= . . . . 
; . . . (; ;, 
In this manner we obtain the factorization 
in a slightly different form, this factorization was obtained first by S. Barnett 
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by direct matrix manipulations. Some more consequences of the characteriza- 
tion of Bezoutians as solutions of Lyapunov equations are given. 
It is interesting to note that the symmetry of the solutions of (1) reduces in 
a natural way to the commutator eiations for shifts which we have recently 
used in [16]. 
In Section 3 the connection with Hankel matrices is investigated and an 
analogous characterization obtained, Equation (1) being replaced by (3). The 
characterization of Bezoutians is then used to obtain a generalization of the 
intertwining relations between C and CT, and explicit formulae for functions 
of the companion matrix and for the Schur-Cohn matrix. The note concludes 
with a few remarks relating the results to previously known ones, 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this note n will be a fixed natural number; we shall work in 
C”, whose elements are column vectors indexed by 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
The standard basis vectors of C” will be 
e, = (l,O,O,...,O)r, 
e,= (O,l,O ,..., O)r, 
e,_,=(O,O,O ,..., l)‘, 
In a similar manner, the indices of matrix elements nm from 0 to n - 1. For 
each pair i, j, 0 5 i, j $ n - 1, we define a matrix Eij by the requirement that 
all entries be zero with the exception of the i, jth entry, which equals one, 
Thus E, j = eieT, and the matrix R used in the introduction is nothing more 
than En-i,cl* The matrix S of the truncated shift and the flip matrix J are 
defined as follows: 
s= 
0 1 0 *-- 0 
0 0 1 0.. 0 
. . . . . . 
6 6 fj ,.. i 
0 0 0 0.0 0 
t I= 
‘0 -0. 0 1 
0 . . . 1 0 
. . 
* . 
,i . . . 6 ;I 
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Ifgisapolynomialoftheformg(x)=-(a,+a,x+ **. +a,_,~“-‘)+x~, 
we define C(g), the companion matrix of g, as follows: 
C(g) = 
0 1 0 -** 0 
0 0 1 -** 0 
. . . 
. . . 
;, ;, 0 . . . ; 
a, a, u2 **- a,_, 
We define the polynomials Pk as follows: 
Pk. x) = xk; 
the polynomial f(x)=fo+fix+ 0.. +f,x” may thus be written as f= 
Ci_of;:Pj. The generating function of a matrix M is defined as the expression 
n-l 
i IloMijxjYi* 
Given two polynomials f, g of degree $ n, we define the Bezoutian matrix (of 
order n) of the polynomials f, g as the matrix B,,(f, g) whose generating 
function is 
fWdYb&MY) 
X-Y 
It is not difficult to obtain explicit expressions for the entries of B,,(f, g), 
Clearly 
Now &(I’,, I’,) has generating function 
c ) XPW4 
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the sum being extended over all pairs p,q with p,q>=s, p+q=r+s-1. 
Thus the coefficient of zPwq is the sum of f,g, - f,g, where s 5 min(p, a) and 
r=p+q-s+1. 
We conclude this section with an elementary proposition concerning 
Lyapunov-type quations of the type X-SXC = W. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let C be an arbitrary matrix. Then 
(1) the equation 
x-sxc-w (*) 
has a unique solution for any right-hand side W; this solution k given by 
n-l 
x= c SkWCk; 
0 
(2) the lust row of X equals the lust row of W; 
(3) if u and v are arbitrary polynomiuk and X satisjks ( * ), then the 
solution of 
Y-SYC=u(S)Wcl(C) 
is 
Y = u(S)Xu(C); 
(4) if the mutrix W is of the fm 
‘0 0 *** 0 \ 
0 0 *** 0 
w=; ; 
0 0 -** b 
, 
\wo Wl *** wn-1, 
thenXhasthefm 
/WC”-’ 
WC2 
WC 
\W I 
if w stands for the row w =(wO, w1 ,..., w,_~), 
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Proof. Suppose that X - SXC = W. Then 
n-1 n-1 
x = x - S”XC” = c syx - SXC)Ck = c SkWCk; 
k=O k-0 
on the other hand, it is immediate that the last sum satisfies ( * ). We have 
thus the uniqueness as well as existence of solutions. 
The second statement is obtained upon premultiplying the solution by 
S” - ‘; the rest is elementary. n 
2. BEZOUTIANS AS SOLUTIONS OF THE LYAPUNOV EQUATION 
This section contains the characterization of Bezoutian matrices as solu- 
tions of Lyapunov equations of the type (1). 
We shall need a few technical results on generating functions. For each 
complex number x, let p(x) stand for the column vector p(x) = 
(1, x,.*.x n - ’ )r. The generating function of a matrix B is defined as 
B(x, Y> = P(YDPb)* 
Now consider a matrix B, and let us compute the generating function of 
B-SBCifCisthecompanionmatrixoff(x)=x”-(a,+ -0. +a,_,~“-~). 
We shall use the following observations: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf m is a vector and if we write m(y) for p(y)Tm, then 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Sp(x) = v(x)- x”e, _ 1. 
It follows that BSp(x) = xBp(x) - x”c,, _ 1, where c, _ r is the last column 
of B. 
To compute the generating function of SBS we use Proposition 2.1 to 
show that 
370 
if 
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U(Y) = P(YmPW 
By (2.2.), 
“(Y)=xp(Y)TBp(x)-x”p(Y)Tc,-, 
=xB(x,Y)-x”g(Y) 
if we write g(y) for p(y)Tcn _ 1. Thus 
P(YF(B - WP(4 
=B(x,Y)-~x[B(x,Y)-B(x,O)l+r”~lg(Y)-g(O)l 
=~{(Y-x)B(x,Y)+rB(r,O)+x”(g(Y)-g(o)l}. 
Now let D be the matrix 
10 0 -*- 0 
. . 
DE: : 
0 0 --* b 
a0 a, **- a,_, 
\ 
3 
and let us compute p(y)%?Dp(x). Since @I(X) = [x” - f(x)le, _ Ir we have 
P(YPop(x)= [XR - f(x)]g(y) and, using Proposition 2.1 again, 
P(Y)TSBDp(x) = Lx” - fb>l+ [g(Y)-g&N. 
Thus the generating function for B - SBC is 
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Consider now the case 
B(x y) = f(&?(Ybd~)f(Y) 
9 
X-Y 
where g is a given polynomial of degree s n - 1. It is easy to see that-in this 
case-the last column c, _ r of B is such that p( y)‘c,, _ i = g(y). In this case 
the generating function of B - SBC becomes 
= g(x)+ MYkf-@)I = P(Y>'WbTPW 
where 
b= (gO,...&-l)T 
wbT=fl(S)Rg(S). 
Thus far the degree of g was restricted to be 5 n - 1. It turns out that the 
resulting restriction of generality is only apparent, however. 
As a function of the second polynomial the Bezoutian behaves linearly; in 
principle, this means that it would be sufficient to know the matrices B( f, Pk) 
for k = 0,l , . . . ,n. We shall see that the last one has a somewhat singular 
position among them -we shall prove that it may be reduced to the lower 
ones. In any case it is easy to obtain it explicitly. The formulae 
f(4yn - O(Y) = _ yakxkY” - XnYk 
X-Y k=O X-Y 
n-l 
= koakCxPYq, p,q>,k, p+q=n+k-1, 
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show that 
a Hankel matrix 
‘0 . . . 0 0 a0 
0 . . . 0 a0 a1 
0 . . . a0 a1 a2 
,a, a.* un-3 an_2 a,_, 
Now we are able to state our first result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f be a manic polyrwmial of degree n, and g a 
polynomial of degree 5 n - 1. Let C be the companion matrix off, and write 
R for ~-LO. 
(i) Then B,( f, g) is the solution of the equation 
x - sxc = f,(S)Rg(S). (3’) 
Furthermore 
where Y satisfies 
B,(f, g> = f,(S)YY 
Y-SYC=Rg(S). 
(ii) Zf g is a polyrwmiul of degree s n, then B,,( f, g) is the solution of 
x - sxc = f,(S)Rg(C) (4’) 
and 
B,(f, g> = f,(S)Jg(C). 
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Before proving this proposition, we give a few comments: the assertion 
and the formulae are simpler if we restrict the degree of g; to get statements 
valid for polynomials g of degree =< n we have to pay the price of somewhat 
more complicated formulae. 
First of all, it is not difficult to see that, for polynomials g of degree not 
exceeding n - 1 
k(C) = RdS), 
so that the right-hand sides in (3’) and (4’) are equal to each other. (The proof 
is technical and will be given at the end of this section.) Nevertheless each 
form has its advantages: the first one evidences the dependence on g 
immediately, while the second one contains the factor g(C) which depends 
on both polynomials f and g and accordingly appears to be more complicated. 
The presence of the factor R and the above equality show, however, that this 
is only apparent. In spite of its (apparent) complexity, the second form (4’) 
has the advantage that it remains true even for polynomials of degree n. This 
is obviously false for the first equation; for g(z) = x” we have g(S) = 0 and 
hence X = 0, but B(f, g) is different from zero in general. 
Pmo$ To prove Proposition 2.3 suppose first that the degree of g is less 
than n. Let us recall that, for polynomials g of degree 5 n - 1, the generating 
function of B - SBC is p(y)Tfi(S)Rg(S)p(x) if 
B=B, (f,gh 
It follows that B - SBC = f,(S)Rg(S) f or such polynomials. We have already 
mentioned the fact that Rg(S) = Rg(C). (A proof of this fact is given in 
Lemma 2.7 at the end of this section.) Since 
B-SBC=f,(S)Rg(C), 
we have B = fi(S)Zg(C) if Z satisfies 
Z-SZC=R. 
It is easy to see that the solution of this equation is Z = 1, independently off, 
This completes the proof of the first part of our proposition. 
In view of the linearity of B as a function of the second variable, it will be 
sufficient to prove that B( f, P,) = fi(S)JC”, Now write fin the form 
f(x)=+((a,+a,x+ -*- +a,_,xn-‘)=x”-h(x), 
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so that C” = h(C) by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. Now 
B(f,P,)=B(f,P,-f)=B(f,h) 
= f,(S)fi(C) = fi(S)E 
which proves the assertion. n 
Let us mention some consequences of the explicit form of the Bezoutian. 
First of all, if g(x) = g, + g,x + * -. + g, _ 1~n-1, then the coefficients of g 
may be read off from the last row of I?,,(f, g), an observation which we shall 
need later. Of course, this fact is well known and may be easily obtained 
directly from the definition of the Bezoutian; we use this opportunity to show 
how it may be derived from Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The lust row of B,,( f, g) consists of the coefsicients 
oft5 
Proof Since B,( f, g) = fi(S)Y and Y - SYC = fig(S), we have 
The following factorization result was proved first by S. Bamett [2] by 
direct computation. See also B. N. Datta [5, 61. We show now that it may be 
obtained as an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 Suppose p, q are two polynomials such that 
deg pq 6 deg f; 
then 
B(f, pq) = B(f, p)q(C), 
C being the companion matrix off. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 
B(f, pq) = fi(S)Jp(C)q(C) = B(f, p)q(C). w 
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Given a polynomial f, 
f(x)= -( a,+a,x+ -a* +a,_,xn-‘)+xn, 
and a polynomial g, 
g(x)=g,+g,x+ **- +gn-lXn-l¶ 
define two vectors 
y=(-a, ,..., -a”_,,l)r, 
r=(g,,...,g,J. 
We have seen that B( f, g) is the solution of X - SXC = yrr: the right-hand 
side is of rank one. Not every solution of X - SXC = W with rank-one 
right-hand side is a Bezoutian, though. Take, for instance, f(x) = x2, so that 
C(f)=S, and let 
Then 
and this is not even symmetric, let alone a Bezoutian. 
Now we are ready to give the characterization of Bezoutians as solutions 
of Lyapunov equations X - SXC = W for rank-one right-hand sides W. 
We know from Proposition 1.1 that the last row of W coincides with the 
last row of X. Also, the last row of a Bezoutian matrix B( f, g) gives the 
coefficients of g by Proposition 2.4. Thus a solution of X - SXC = W for a W 
with zero last row is a Bezoutian if and only if X = 0. 
We may thus limit ourselves to matrices W with nonzero last row. We 
shall take W in the form uwT and normalize u to have U, _ r = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f be the polynomial 
f(x)=4 a,+a,x+ **- +a,_,xn-‘)+x”, 
and let C be its companion matrix. Let u und w be two vectors, u, _ 1 = 1. For 
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a matrix X the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) X = B,,( f, g) for some nonzero polynomial g of degree I n - 1. 
(2) X-SXC=uwTf~somenonzerovect0rwandu=(-a,,...,-a,_,,1)T. 
(3) X - SXC = uwT for some nunzero vector w and (CTu)j = 0 for j = 
12 , ,***, n - 1. 
(4) X - SXC = uwT and one of the folkn.oing conditions is satisfied: 
(41) w i.s a multiple of e,, w = w,e,, and u = ( - a,, . . . , - a, _ 1, 1)‘; 
(42) w is not a multiple of eo, and the matrix X is symmetric. 
If the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, then the polynomial g and 
the vector w are related by the formula 
g(x) = PWTW. 
Proof. The implication (1) + (2) is contained in Proposition 2.3. For the 
rest of the proof the following observation will be useful. If u is a vector with 
= 1, then (CTu) is a multiple of e. if and only if u = 
;Yrli,..., - an _ I, 1)r. and then CTu = a oeo. This observation gives the im- 
plication (2) + (3) immediately. If (3) is satisfied, we have (CTu). = 0 for 
j = 1,2,..., n-l, so that u=(-a,,...,- a,_ I, l), and then (1) holds by 
Proposition 2.3 again. 
Now suppose that X - SXC = uwT with u, _ 1 = 1 and X symmetric. Using 
the fact that STC = STS and the symmetry of X, we obtain 
CTX-XC=CTX(STS+E&-XC 
= C’X( STC + E,) - XC = (SXC)TC + CTXE, - XC 
= (X - UW~)~C + CTXE, - XC = CTXE, - w(CTu)? 
Write z for CTu. Since CTX - XC is obviously antisymmetric, so is CTXE, - 
wzT. Hence 
CTXE, + E,XC = wzT + .zwT. 
Now the matrix on the left-hand side can have nonzero elements only in the 
first row and column. This yields some information about the vectors w and z. 
Indeed, we shall prove now the following lemma: if z and w are two 
vectors such that the matrix M = wzT + zwT satisfies Mj, = 0 for 15 j, k s 
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fl - 1, then the coordinates of at least one of the vectors x, w are zero for 
j 2 1. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist two indices i 2 1, j 2 1 such 
that zi # 0, wj # 0. Now 0 = Mij = ziwj + w,zj and niwf # 0. It follows that 
both wi and zj must be different from zero as well. Thus ziwi f 0, which is a 
contradiction, since 0 = Mii = 2xiwi. 
Using this lemma, we shall prove the implication (4) + (1). Suppose first 
that (41) is satisfied, so that w = woe,, and 
where ~=(-a,,. 
lows that 
so that 
x = wg 
x - sxc = w(pig, 
> -u,_l,l)T# Since CTkeO=ek for Ojkgn-1 it fol- 
X = w, C Skuez, 
- a1 -a2 *** -a,_, 1 
-a2 -a3 ‘** 1 0 
-Un-2 -a,_, *+a 0 b 
-U n-1 1 . . . 0 0 
1 0 . . . 0 0 
\ 
Thus x = B,(f, wo)* 
If w is not a multiple of e, and if X is symmetric, we infer from the above 
lemma that z is a multiple of e,. Since z = Cru is a multiple of eO, we have 
u=(-a,,..., - a,_ i, 1) and Cru = u,e,. Thus X = B,,(f, g), where 
k=O 
g(x)=w,+w,x+ --- +wn-llCn-l. n 
We conclude this section by the proof of a technical result which we used 
in Proposition 2, 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let us write A - B if the first TOWS of the matrices A 
and B coincide. Then 
Sk-ck for Ogksn-1, 
sn-lc - C”. 
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Proof Clearly the relation - is an equivalence. If E, stands for the 
matrix 
E, = 
1 0 e-0 0 
0 0 0.. 0 
. . . . 
;, ;, . . . ;, 
the relation A - I3 is equivalent o E,(A - B) = 0 and accordingly may be 
postmultiplied by any matrix. We shall prove the assertion by induction. 
Suppose that k -C n - 1 and we already know that Sk - Ck. Since Sk(C - S) - 
0, we have 
The second relation is obtained upon postmultiplying Sk - Ck by C. 
3. MATRICES INTERTWINING A COMPANION AND ITS 
TRANSPOSE 
If f is the polynomial 
f(x)= -( a,+a,x+ *.* +a.&-‘)+xn 
and if C is its companion matrix, we shall use the results of the preceding 
section to describe all matrices X for which 
cTx = xc. 
It is a classical result that a matrix X satisfies this equation if and only if it is of 
the form B,,(f, g) for some polynomial g of degree 6 n - 1. It follows from 
what has been said above that the coefficients of g may be read off from the 
last row of X. 
We intend to use the results of the preceding section to derive somewhat 
more general results: it turns out that it is possible to characterize matrices 
intertwining C(f) and C( h)T for two different polynomials of degree n. 
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The following two relations for companion matrices will be used in the 
sequel: 
CT5 = ST& 
SCT=l-&(S)E,_l,._l. 
The second relation may be verified as follows. We observe first that 
C=S-E,-,,,f(S), 
whence 
SCT = SST - Sf( ST)E,. n _ l 
=l- En-I,,-l- Sf(ST)Eo,,-l 
'0 \ . . . 0 a1 
=1+ : 
0 . . . 0 a,‘_, . 
0 . . . 0 -1 
We show now that the folIowing classical result is an immediate consequence 
of the characterization obtained in the preceding section. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be a manic polynomial of degree n, and let C be 
its companion matrix. For a mutrix X the following two a-ssertions are 
equivalent: 
(1) CTX = xc; 
(2) X = B,,(f, g) for some polynomial g of degree s n - 1. 
Proof. Let f be the polynomial 
f(x)= -(a,+ *a’ +a._,?-1)+x”, 
and suppose that CTX - XC = 0. It follows that SCTX - SXC = 0, and since 
SCT = I - F(Z - SST), 
X - SXC = F(Z - SS=)X, 
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where F = fi(S). The product F(I - SST)X may be reinterpreted in two 
different ways according to whether we postmultiply F or premultiply X by 
the diagonal matrix Z - SS*. We have thus the products 
10 . . . 0 - a1 
\ 
0 . . . 0 - a2 
. . . . X=yr, 
b -0. b +-a,_, 
\O . . . 0 1 I 
or 
where r stands for the last row of X and 
We see thus that 
y=(-a,,...,-a._,, 1 )‘. 
x=Bn(fVg)9 
where g is the polynomial g(x) = T(X). On the other hand, we shall show 
that CrZ?(f, g)- B(f, g)C= 0 for any polynomial g of degree =< n - 1. We 
have seen that B satisfies the equation 
B-SBC=y@ (8) 
withy=(-a, ,..., -a,_,,l)r, b=(g,,...,g,_l)T. Thus 
CrB - BC = C% - (SrS + E,)BC 
= CTB - (CTS + E,)BC = CTB - CTSBC - E,BC 
= CrB - Cr( B - ybT) - E,BC = CTybT - E,BC. 
Now CTy = a,e, and E,BC = E,f,(S)Jg(C)C. 
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Now E,f,(S)J is the matrix with y* in the first row, the other rows being 
zero. Since C*y = a,e,, the matrix E,f,(S)_/C has uOez in the first row and 
zeros elsewhere, so that 
E,f,(S)JC = a&,. 
ASo, a,E,g(C) = u,E,g(S) = a,e,b? It follows that C*B - BC = 0. I 
4. HANKEL MATRICES 
In this section we shall give a few remarks on analogous results for Hankel 
matrices. No attempt will be made to present a systematic account, the main 
emphasis here being on connections with the results of the preceding section. 
Since the theory is to a large extent parallel to that for Bezoutians, we 
limit ourselves to stating some of the results and sketching the main ideas of 
the proofs. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f be a polynomial of the form 
f(x) = -(a, + u,x 
and let C be its companion matrix. 
” 
+ *. . + un_lXn-l)+Xn, 
Then the equution 
*-cxs=w 
has a unique solution for every right-hand side W. The first column of X 
coincides with the first column of W. 
IfWisofthefonn W=ue,Tforsomevectoru,then W=XE,undXisu 
Hunkel matrix. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness are obtained as in Proposition 1.1, 
and 
n-1 
x= c CkWSk. 
k=O 
The second statement follows upon postmultiplying the equation by S” - ‘. If 
X - CXS = XE, then X - SXS = W, where 
W=XE,+(C-S)XS. 
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It follows that X = C;!iSk WSk, and in view of the particular form of W, it is 
a Hankel matrix. n 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f and h be two manic polynomials of degree n, and 
let C(f) and C(h) be their companion matrices. Zf 
then 
x - c( f)XS = XE,. 
Proof. Postmultiplying the first equation by S and recalling that C(h)% 
= ST& we obtain 
c( f)XS = XSTS = x(z - E,), 
and the proof is complete. n 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f be a manic polynomial of degree n written in the 
form f(x)= -(a,+a,x+ -0. +u,,_,~~-~)+x”, and let C be its compa- 
nion matrix. Then, for a matrix X, these are equivalent: 
(1) X - CXS = XE,, 
(2) X - STXCT = E,X, 
(3) cx = xcT. 
Proof. Assume (1). We have then 
X-SXS=R, 
where R = XE, + (C - S)XS. The matrix R has zero entries except possibly in 
the first column and last row. Since 
n-l 
X = c SkRSk, 
0 
the matrix X is symmetric. Thus 
x - sTxcT = (X - CXS)T = E,X. 
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Denote by r the first row of X. It follows from the last equation that 
n-l 
x= c STjEoXCTj, 
j-0 
so. that 
/r \ 
?-CT 
x= : 
\‘(C’)“_l, 
Given any matrix M with rows ro, rl,. . . , r,, _ 1, it is easy to see that CM has 
rows 
n-l 
Tl,r,,.*.,r”-,, C UjTj. 
0 
Applying this to X, in other words to rj = rCrj, and taking into account the 
fact that 
Cajr(CT)j= r(G)“‘, 
we obtain the product CX in the form (rCT, r(CT)‘, . . . ,r(CT)“), and this is 
nothing more than XC’. Thus 
This establishes (3). 
cx = xcr. 
The implication (3) + (1) is a consequence of the preceding result. n 
A moment’s reflection shows that proposition 4.2 together with implica- 
tion (1) + (3) of the present proposition yield the following implication: if 
then 
C(f)X=XC(h)T for some h, 
CWX = XCW 
as well. It follows that 
XC( h)T = XC(f)’ 
and thus h cannot be different from fir X is nonsingular. 
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The following example shows that a Hankel matrix X may intertwine 
C(f) and C(h)r for two different f and h; of course X must be singular. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. We take 
f(x)=-1--2x+& 
h(x) = -2-(3-fi)x + x2. 
Then C( f)X = XC( h)r for the Hankel matrix 
x= 
i 
-1+&Y 1 
1 1 1+fi . 
Of course, X must be singular and f and h must have a common root, in this 
case. 
A partial converse to Proposition 4.3 is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Zf X is a rumsingular Hankel matrix, then there exists a 
one-parameter family of manic polynomials f such that 
X - C( f)XS = XE,. 
Proof. Write c,,c,,..., cn _ r for the columns of X. Since X is Hankel, we 
have 
X-SXS=coe~+e,_,(O,x,_,,, ,..., X,_l,n_l). 
Let a =(a,,..., a, _ 1) be a vector which satisfies 
for j = 0,. . . , n - 2. Since the columns co,. . . , c, _ 2 are linearly independent, 
there exists a one-parameter family of such vectors a. Take any such a, 
construct he polynomial 
f(x)= 4 a,+a,x+ ... +an_,x”-‘)+x”, 
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and let C be its companion matrix. Since 
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IO . . . 0 ’ ‘0 0 a*- 0 ’ 
, . 
(j . . . ;, - xs=; ; . . . 0 ’ 
\a, ... a,_, 0 uTco **- aTc,-2 
we have X - CXS = cOez = XE,. n 
Let us remark here that there are several ways of assigning to every 
nonsingular Hankel matrix a oneparameter family of polynomials. The con- 
struction described in the preceding proof represents another equivalent 
characterization of these polynomials. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This section collects some consequences of the preceding results and some 
comments relating the results to previously known facts. 
The first two remarks give explicit expressions for polynomials in the 
companion matrix. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let f be a monk polynomial of degree n, and let C be 
its companion matrix. Then 
C”= -fi(s’)_‘f(S). 
Proof. Consider the Bezoutian B,( f, I',). By Proposition 2.3 we have 
NOW B,( f, F”) = - B,(P,, f ). Since the reciprocal 
constant 1 and the companion for P,, is S, we have 
%(f> Cl) = - If(S). 
Thus fi(S)F = - If(S), whence 
polynomial for P, is the 
fi(sT)cn = l__(s)rcn = -f(S). 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f be a manic polyrwmiul of degree n, C its 
companion, and let g be a polynomial of degree 5 n - 1: 
g(x)=g,+g,x+ -** +gn_ld+ 
Denote by T the row vector r =(g,, gl,...,gn-J Then g(C) is the m&ix 
whose jth row is rCk. 
Proof. The solution Y of 
Y - SYC = E, _ l,&(C) 
equals Y = ./g(C) by Proposition 2.3(n). Since E, _ r,eg(C) = E, _ l,Og(S), we 
have 
Y = xSkE,_,,,g(S)Ck; 
hence 
g(C)=JY=CSTk~E,_l,Og(S)Ck 
= STkE,,,g(S)Ck. n 
REMARI( 5.3. We have shown in Proposition 2.3 that B,,( f, g) = 
f,(S)Jg(C). Th ere is a striking lack of symmetry in the expression on the 
right-hand side, while B,( f, g) is a symmetric matrix by its very definition. It 
might be interesting to show that the symmetry of the matrix f,(S)Jg(C) may 
be reduced to the commutator relations used in the preceding paper on 
Bezoutians [ 161. 
First of all, it clearly suffices to prove the symmetry of fi(S)JCk for 
k=O,l,..., n - 1, in other words, the relation 
fXS)JCk = CTkIf~(ST) 
or the equivalent relation obtained by postmultiplication by J, 
fi(S)Wmk = V)kfi@). 
Clearly it suffices to prove this for k = 1. Using the formula C = S - 
(ST)n-lf(S), we rewrite the identity to be proved in the form 
fi(s)[ST-Sn-lf(ST)] = [ST-f(ST)Sn-qfi(S)> 
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which, in its turn, is equivalent to 
[ fi(S), s’] = [s-l, f(ST)] *
This, however, is the commutator relation of the preceding paper [16]. 
A factorization formula may also be obtained for the Schur-Cohn matrix 
corresponding to a polynomial. First, let us explain the notation. Given a 
polynomial Q of degree =< n, we define the polynomials cf, oi, qO as follows: 
Q(x) = 9(x*>*, 91(4=xn9 i , 
( 1 
&)=x”g -$ *; i 1 
it follows that 
PO = (PJ = ml. 
In a previous paper on Bezoutians [16] the following formulae for 
Bezoutians are given: 
%(f> g> = - [fWhh(S)- bwMS)l J 
= - J[gl(ST)f(S)-_fi(ST)g(S)l. 
(See Proposition 2.2 of the note [16]; the Bezoutian defined there is taken 
with the opposite sign,) The following proposition shows how they can be 
used to factorize the SchurCohn.matrix. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let p be a polynomial of the fm 
-( a,+a,x+ -.* +a._,$-l)+x”. 
Then the Schur-Cohn matrix corresponding to p may be factor&d as 
in particular, its determinant i.s l&J1 - a$j), 
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Proof. The Schur-Cohn matrix H corresponding to p may be written [17] 
as 
We rewrite it as 
H = %(S)*%(S)- P(S)*?@). 
P,(sT)Po@)- fdST)P(S) =Pl(sT)gl(s)-g(sT)P(s), 
where g stands for j?. By the above formulae we have thus 
H= - MP,, a= - B”(P,, P), 
whence, using the explicit expression in Proposition 2.3, 
H = JB,(PP O) = JPl(wPll,(c) 
= P1(ST)%(O n 
The following result should also be mentioned in this context, in spite of 
the fact that it is considerably less deep. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let f be a manic polynomial of degree n, and C its 
companion. Then for a matrix X these are equivalent: 
(1) cx = xc, 
(2) X - STXC = E,X, 
(3) the TOW of X with index k is rOCk, where rO is a given TOW vector (the 
first row of X). 
Proof. If CX - XC = 0, then X - SrXC = (S’S + E,)X - STXC = (STC 
+ l&)X - STXC = ST(CX - XC)+ E,X = E,X. If X - STXC = E,X, then, 
by a similar argument as to that in Proposition 1.1, we obtain 
n-1 
X= c STkE,XCk, 
k=O 
and this is nothing more than (3) if we denote by r0 the first row of X. To 
conclude the proof, it suffices to verify that every matrix X of the form (3) 
satisfies CX = XC. m 
To conclude, let us mention a simple consequence of the intertwining 
relations in Propositions 4.3 and 3.1. 
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Without specifying the polynomial f, F. J. Lander [lo] proved that a 
nonsingular X is Hankel if and only if X - ’ is a Bezoutian. It turns out that the 
sharper result which follows was known to M. Fiedler (oral communication). 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let X be a non.singular n-by-n matrix. Then the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) X = B,,( f, g) for a certain manic polyrwmiul f of degree n and some 
polynomial g; 
(2) X - ’ is a Ha&d matrix, and f is one of the manic polynomials of 
degree n which correspond to it. 
Proof. To explain condition (2), let us remind the reader that, for a 
nonsingular Hankel matrix H, the corresponding polynomials are those con- 
structed in the proof of Proposition 4.4. The proof is an immediate conse- 
quence of the fact that for a nonsingular matrix A4 the two relations 
MC = CTM 
and 
CM-‘CM-“CT 
are equivalent. 
Added September 1983. L. Lerer showed the author, in July 1983, the 
manuscript of a paper written jointly with P. Lancaster and M. Tismenetsky, 
entitled “Factored forms for solutions of AX + XB = C and X + AXB = C in 
companion matrices.” The authors obtain factored fomzs using the theory of 
matrix polynomials and the idea of linearization. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to the referee for having called his 
attention to a number of important contributions published in engineering 
journals. 
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